Our expertise focuses on finishing systems for the coatings industry, supplying washers, ovens, paint spray booths, and conveyors to name a few. We design and manufacture custom systems for the paint/powder finishing industry. Our finishing systems provide superior quality finishes for metal furniture, automotive components, and other metal and plastic parts. We provide complete turnkey systems for customers looking for a total package solution to meet their specifications. Our strength can be attributed to our diversified product line and our willingness to respond to the growing and changing demands of the industries we serve.
FINISHING AT A GLANCE

Customers looking for a total package solution to meet their specifications can count on Belco's complete turnkey systems. With every system or piece of equipment, we provide our customers with quality products, exceptional service, and on-time deliveries.

TURNKEY FINISHING SYSTEMS

• Automotive & Industrial Finishing Systems
• Aluminum Extrusion Finishing Systems
• Electrocoat Systems
We build, install, repair and retrofit liquid, powder, autodeposition and all electrocoat systems throughout the world, offering 24-hour service and a complete staff of in-house engineers to custom design a system just for you. Our offerings include:

- Zinc Phosphate Washers
- Iron Phosphate Washers
- Small Parts Washers
- Air Make Up Units
- Cure Ovens
- Dry-off Ovens
- Infrared Curing
- Circulation Systems
- Power and Free
- I-beam and Enclosed Track Conveyors
- Sanding Tables
- Spray Booths
- Wash Stations
WASHERS

Belco’s capabilities range from high-volume spray washers to small-part cleaning systems. Our washers are custom-designed for all industries including job-shop, captive, metal and plastic automotive parts, and metal office furniture, and are available to meet specific requirements.

- Energy Efficient
- Custom-designed
- Unmatched After-the-sale Service
Belco ovens are individually designed and built to accommodate your product requirements, and our never-walk-away policy means that if something is not right, we will fix it at no additional cost to the customer.

- Energy Efficient
- Custom-designed to Meet Specific Requirements
- Available with Choice of Heat Source
- Made from Long-lasting Heavy-duty Materials
Belco works with top conveyor supply companies to provide the most efficient conveying systems for your products.

- Overhead Monorail
- Power and Free
- Mesh Belt Conveyor
PAINT BOOTHS

Belco supplies custom paint booths to all industries as well as more “off the shelf” type booths as a resale item. All of our custom booths are completely engineered and manufactured in-house and are built to house all types of application systems from manually applied, reciprocator and robotics.
Belco Industries is the leading manufacturer of vertical and horizontal aluminum extrusion finishing systems offering complete design engineering and installation services. Belco has been on the cutting edge of technological development for decades and continues to offer state-of-the-art powder and liquid systems worldwide since our first system was installed in 1973. As a complete system integrator, there are not many companies that have a more diverse history than Belco.

- Liquid Paint Systems
- Powder Coating Systems
Belco's pretreatment systems are the most robust in the industry. Stainless steel and mild steel construction are standard with other materials available upon request.

- Multi-stage Inline Wash Systems
Belco ovens are completely designed and manufactured in-house including support steel, oven panels, ductwork, trim, and controls. We add the combustion equipment and fans and the oven is then complete.

- Inline Moisture Drying Ovens
- Inline Paint/Powder Cure Ovens
- Batch Ovens
- Top Load Ovens
We design and work with all the top conveyor suppliers to provide a wide range of material handling concepts for the finishing industry.

- Overhead Monorail Conveyor
- Overhead Power & Free
- Manual Trolley Systems
- Load/Unload Feed Systems
To round out our complete integration capabilities, we include all of the different components it takes to complete the system, including installation and startup.

- Omega Style Extrusion Paint Booths
- General Industrial Paint Booths
  - Water Wash
  - Dry Filter
- Air Make Up Systems
- VOC Abatement Systems
- Paint Application Systems
- Paint Supply Systems
- RO & DI Water Systems
- Waste Treatment Systems
Belco’s packing lines are semi-automatic systems that will speed up the way material is packed off from the vertical extrusion systems. The system includes a banding station and bundle scale right in line with the equipment.

- Adjustable Packing Stations
- Driven Heavy Duty Roller Conveyor
- Banding and Scales In-line
- Rolldown Shipping Platform
Belco Industries designs your electrocoat system to offer precise control over film thickness, achieve the lowest operating costs, produce highest film integrity and a consistent quality appearance. Electrocoating offers extremely high repeatability of results and is a perfect alternative for consistently finishing metal parts of virtually all sizes, shapes, gauges and grades. Some of the primary industries utilizing electrocoat processes include:

- Automotive
- Agriculture
- Appliance
- Fasteners
- HVAC
- Lawn and Garden
- Truck and Bus
- Wheels
- Metal Office Furniture
- Automotive Components
- Railways
- Lab Furniture